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NOTE 
(8@, g1, . . . ,g,)-TREES AND UNARY OL SYSTEMS 
Abstracl. in rhis paper we extend the rotion of (2, 3)-trees and AVL trees to igo, g,, . . . , &)-trees 
and cgI, g2.. . . .$& i- ii\‘l. tree\, respectively, where 1 5 &, < g 1 C gz -C . - < gi(. Complete charac- 
Wrizatk~n of these two claseef of trees in terms of their generators go, gl, . . . , gr( is given and the 
conncca60n helwren iglr. gl. , gk I-trees and unary 01, systems is mentioned. 
1. Introduction 
The notion of a \2,3)-tree is well known [ 1, 2, 5,9]. By definition, a (2,3)-tree 
is a rooted tree such that 
Ci) the outgoing degree of each internal node is either 2 or 3, 
tiib the heights’ of all leaves are the same. 
As a natural extension, for given positive integers go, g I, , . , , gk, where 1 s go < g 1 < 
. . . C’ -.gk we define a (g,,, gl,. . . , gk I- tree to be a rooted tree such that 
fir the outgoing degree of each internal node is either go, or gl, . . . , or gk, 
tiij the heights of all leaves are the same. 
It can readily be shown that for any integer IV, IV 3 1, there exists a r2, N-tree with 
h: leaves. On the other hand, it is not the case that there exists a (g,,, gl, . . . , gk I- tree 
with N leaves for arbitrary go, gl, . . . , gk, and N. For example, one can easily 
confirm that there does not exist a (2,s. M-tree with 9 leaves, ln a similar fashion 
’ The height of a leaf is defined as the length (number of internal ncdes) of the path from the root to 
the leaf. the height of a tree i: defined as the longest path length from the ro*Jt to a leaf. 
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one can extend the notion of AVL trees [l, S] to (~1, g2, . . . gk )- AVL trees, i.e., a 
rooted tree such that 
(i) the outgoing degree of each internal node is either gl, or ~2, . . . , or gk, 
(ii) the heights of the subtrees of any node differ by at most one. 
We present in this paper some results concerning the existence of (g,,, gl, . . . , gk b 
trees and discuss the connection between (g,,, ~1, . . , gk )-trees and unary OL 
systems [3,4]. 
We shall refer to go, gl, . . . , gk as the genercltors. An integer N is said to be 
realizable as a (go, g,, . . . , g&tree or a (81, g2, . . . , gk )-AVL tree if ahe csrrespond- 
ing tree with N leaves exists. 
2. Characterization of (go, gl, l . l 9 &)-trees 
Definition. A rooted-tree which has only one level and has x’ leaves is called an 
x-tree* (Fig. 1). 
Fig. 1. An s-tree. 
We need the follouing lemma. 
(1-I) LE-VELS 
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Start with one n-tree. Replace each of its a leaves with an u-tree. Do it for (i - 1) 
levels. Then replace each of the leaves of this tree with a b-tree. Do it for 1 ievels. 
At this point the total number of leaves is a i-*6’. If the number N = a ‘b’ + m, where 
111 = 0, 1, . . . , a’--’ b’. then replace these a’-’ h’ leaves with m copies of the 6-tree 
and (a’ ‘bl - m ) copies of the a -tree. It is easy to verify that the resultant tree 
indeed has N leaves and the heights of these leaves are the same. 
Consequently, it is possible to realize any integer N between a * and 6’ as 
(a, b)-trees since the interval (a ‘, h’) is the union of the intervals (a ?I(), a’ -‘h *), 
(d-w, a” “by.. . , (ct’b“‘, a%‘). 
But & >a implies that for sufficiently large i, we have a”’ <b’, i.e., the intervals 
(a’, h’) and ((a’*’ , A” + I) overlap. The result follows. Cl 
Theorem 1. There exists a (g,,, gl, . . . , g:k )-tree with N leaves for n/l hrrt a firzite 
mrmhrr of N‘s if and only if gcd{gr - go, gz - go, . . . , gk - go} =- 1. 
* gk - goI = q > 1. For :iny tree with internal 
dcgrces g,\, gI. . . . , gk, the number of leaves is given by 
QJ, ( S, --I)+ 1 
8 I1 
~herc (LJ, is the number of nodes with outgoing degree g,, s is some suitably chosen 
number and P I= L: ,, 0. I g:,, - 1 I + 1. It follows that for any X such that 
3’ can not he realized as a (gt,, gl, . . . , gk j-tree. 
On the other hand, suppose q = 1 then by Euclidean algorithm, there exist 
integers (Y, (positive, zero or negative) such that 
h I 
\,: (k,(& t 1 - &,I = 1. (1) 
. II 
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Let pi = yi - 6i, where yi, Si 3 0, Then 
Zk Yigi = 1+ i Sigi and i yi = i si. 
i = 0 i = 0 i=O i=O 
Let N > xF=, yi be any number which can be realized as a (g&tree, i.e. all 
generators are equal to gk. Call this tree T N. It has N leaves, all of which are of 
the same height. Then replace these N leaves with yi copies of gi-tree for i = 
O,l,..., k and (N - cfZo yi) copies of g&-tree (Fig. 3) and call the resulting tree 
‘. -- 
yo Yk 
COPIES COPIES N-t Yi 
‘= 
CdPloES 
Fig. 3. (‘onstructicw of trtc r.k. 
? ‘,k. Similarly we obtain the tree T’ .v from T,v by replacing its N lcaves with 6, 
copies of g,-tree for i = 0, 1, . . . , k and (IV -$ (I fi,) copies of gk-tree. Clearly thcsc 
two trees, Tkr and Tir, ha~re the same height. Also 
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(necessarily a binary node). In [8] it is shown that any AVL-tree can oe transformed 
into a brother tree and vice versa. Given an AVL-tree, we apply the following 
transformation at each imbalanced node v by adding a unary node to equalize the 
node’s balance, thereby resulting in a brother tree. Conversely, given a brother 
tree, we will delete each unary node by making its (only) son a son of its parent. 
Let v be a node which has a unary node 01 and a binary node v2 as its sons. By 
deleting the node v 1 we will not change the height of the subtree rooted at u but 
only make v imbalanced such that the heights of its two subtrees differ by one, 
thereby resulting in an AVL-tree. These two transformations are referred to as 
expansion and contraction in [8]. For correctness of these transformations, the 
reader is referred to [S]. 
By the same token, we can have (1, gr, g2, . . . , g&brother trees which are 
~Lg1,g2...., g&trees with the condition that each unary node must have at least 
a non-unary node as its brother. With this condition one can ensure that the 
contraction procedure discussed above will not change the height of any node which 
has unary nodes as its sons. This is in fact the key to the correctness ou^ the contraction 
transformation. Notice that in case go = 1, the trees Th and Ti of’ Theorem 1 are 
(1, g1. gz, l l l ? gk)-brother trees in which unary nodes occur at the bottom level 
which is guaranteed to have at least one g&-tree in it. By similar arguments given 
in [8], we can contract a (1, gl, gz, . . . , gk )-brother tree to obtain a (gl, g2, . . . , gk)- 
AVL tree. Since each (g,, g2, . . . , g&AVL tree can be obtained from a 
(l,gl,g29.**, g&brother tree, we have the following characterization theorem for 
(RI. g2. * l -. RR )-AVL trees. 
Theorem 2. There exists II (g 1, g2, . . . , gk )-A VL tree with N ieaves fur all bcrt a finite 
rtumbur~fh~‘sifandoni~if gcd(R1-l,Rz-I,...,gk-l}=l. 
Proof. From Theorem 1, a ( 1, gl, g-), . . . , gk )-tree with N leaves exists for all but 
a finite ilumber of N’s if and only if gcd(g , - 1, g2 - 1, . . . , gk - 1) = 1. Since the 
u,g,,g2.. l . , g&trees constructed via Lemma 1 with Tk- and T&-trees are 
il,g,,gz,e.g, gk )-brother trees, they can be contracted to become !gl, g2, . . . , gk j- 
AVL trees. EJ 
Note that the (g,, g-,, . . . , gk )-;1\VL tree constructed via Lemma 1 nAay have 
leaves with various heights. The following is a construction scheme which yields a 
I&Q* g>* * - I gk )-AVL tree whose leaves appear only at the bottom two levels. 
Lemma 2. If N = 1,” , ~,tg, - 1) + 1, where W, are non-rzegatitle integers, thcqn N car1 
bt* redid tu 0 (gl, gz, . . . , gk )-AVL free with ieaves at the bottom two &e/s. 
Proof. We shall construct quch a (gl, gz, . . . , gk)-AVL tree Level by Level as follows. 
Take w, copies of g,-tree for i = 1,2, . . . , k and arrange them as a queue, e.g., WI 
copies of gl-tree followed by w2 copies of g2-tree, followed by w3 copies of g3-tree, 
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etc. To begin with, place the first tree, say a gl-tree, in the queue at the topmost 
level, resulting in g1 leaves at level 1, We then replace each of the resulting leaves 
from left to right with the next tree in the queue. If we run out of leaves at level 
i we continue the replacement process at level i + 1 (Fig. 4). 
Fig. 4. Illustration for the proof of Lemma 2, 
Clearly at the end of the replacement process the levels at which the final leaves 
are, differ by at most 1 and hence the resulting tree is a (g,, g2, . . . , gk MVL tree. 
Secondly, observe that any tree with mi internal nodes with degree g,, for i = 
1,2,. . . , k has N = C:-; 1 oi(gl- 1) + 1 leaves. cl 
The following theorem actually shows that the same condition gcd{gI - 1, 82 - 
1 * * , gk - 1) yields a more special (g ,, gz, . . 
bbitom two levels. 
. , gk )-AVL tree with leaves at the 
Proof. Suppose gcd{ I:, .- 1, g2 - 1, 
degrees ~1, ~2, . . . , gk, the number 
k 
. . . * ffk - l] = q b 1. For any tree with internal 
oi leaves is given hy 
where w, is the number of nodes 
chosen number. It follows that for 
hi+ 1 mod q, 
with outgoing degree gl and A is some suitably 
any N such that 
N cannot be realized as a (gl, g2, s * l 1 gn: )-AVL tree. 
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On the other hand, if Q = 1, by the Euclidean algorithm, we have 
for some integers a,. Let m be so large that 
and 
m-q24 
(2) 
(3) 
for all i. 
Let 
wheret=O,l,... , If=, (gi - 1) - 1. Since 
t-1s i: ~g,--u-2, 
1=l 
it follows that 
n2 + (r -- l)a, 3 0 
for all i and t f 0 by (2) and by (3) the same inequality also holds for t = 0. 
By Lemma 2, N can be realized as a (g,, g2, . . . , gk)-AVL tree for all I, in which 
the leaves appear at the bottom two levels. As t ranges from 0 to IF= r (gi - 1) - 1, 
all N’S from m x:,, (gi - 1) to [(m -t 1) If_, (gi - l)]- 1 are realizable. Note that if 
m satisfies (2) and (3), so does (m + 1). We can therefore replace m by (m + 1) in 
the previous argument. It follows th;t all sufficiently large N’s can be realized. Cl 
4. Connection between (gn, gl, . . . , g&)-trees and unary OL systems 
Definition. Given a family F of (go, gl, . . . , g&srees for some 1 s go <: l l l < gk, we 
define the corresponding unary OL system [3,4] G = ((a}, P, Q), where P contains 
the production, u + ag8 for i = 0, 1, . . , k. 
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The language L(G) of G is defined as L(G) = LJ;“p, L&J), where 
LJG)~u andI$+r(G)={a”lo= i bigi,a”ELj(G),where 
i z 0 
U= i biforbiaO,i=O,l,...,k). 
1=0 
Theorem 4. The derivation trees of sentences a ” in L(G) are isomorphic IO the 
(go, Rl, 9 0’ 7 g&trees with o leaves, Furthermore, (go, gl, , . . , g&trees realize dl but 
finitely many integers if and only if L(G) is co-finite. 
Proof. Immediate. 0 
Since the connection between (go, gl, . . . , g&trees and unary OL systems is 
obvious, the results concerning unary OL systems are also applicabkI to 
(go, gl, * l ’ > g&trees, we state them below without proof. The reader is referred 
to [3,4] for details. 
Theorem 5. Let 28 bt- the set (a N 1 N is reakah/e as a (ga, g lr . . . , gk )-tree). It is 
decidable 
(i) whether or not 9 is regular and 
(ii) whether or not 2 = (a * 1 N is not realizable as a (go, gl, . . . , & )-tree} is fit&. 
Corollary. There exists an algorithm to determirw the krrgcst integer not realixble 
a.y a (go, g 1, . . . , gk )-tree. 
Remarks. (1) Note that 
implies that 
and that (SO, RI, . . . , gk )-tree is a special case of (go, cl, . . . , g&AVL tree. Thus, 
Theorem 1 is a stronger condition which characterizes a smaller set of trees. 
(2) The same condition gcd{g,, - 1, gl - 1, . . . , gk - I} = 1 is also sufficient for the 
existence of a (,gor g I, . . . , gk )-AVL tree with leaves at the bottom two levels only. 
(3) It remains open, however, the problem of chirracterizing the largest non- 
realizable integer. 
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